STAND OUT FROM THE CROWD IN THE
SAVAGE 485 JABIRU PRO
They don’t come much tougher or more rugged than Savage, Australia’s oldest name
in aluminium boat building and the introduction of the new 485 Jabiru Pro solidifies
that unbeatable reputation.
The largest model in the new Jabiru Pro range is bound to impress with a list of
features and options that seems endless and has everything a serious fishing boat
needs.
National Account Manager Cameron Wood says the 485 Jabiru Pro is an exciting new
addition to the Savage range and features the tough new plates sides for a modern
update.
“This Jabiru Pro has plate 3mm bottom sides and 2.50mm topsides, which makes it
much more aesthetically pleasing and brings it into the new era of Savage aluminium
boats,” Cameron said.
“To really stand out in the fishing crowd there is the option to add a custom designed
vinyl wrap, which features perfectly with the new smooth plate sides.”
The V-nose shape of the hull offers a great deal of stability while underway and at rest
and has been designed for a predominantly fishing minded market.
Featuring front casting platform, rod holders and a newly designed full length rod
storage pocket as standard, the 485 Jabiru Pro can be optioned up to include the
fishing features that matter in a variety of different ways.
The casting platform can have a storage bin fitted on either the port or starboard side,
a rear or central live bait tank and a casting platform rear utility tray just to name a
few.
A 70 litre fuel tank supports the maximum 75HP rating and there is enough seating
for four people to come along for the trip with two fold down Savage skipper seats
standard.
As with all models in the Savage range, the new 485 Jabiru Pro is covered by a three
year warranty for added piece of mind when out on the water.
To learn more about the 485 Jabiru Pro and the rest of the range visit the Savage
website www.savageboats.com.au
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